
LOGISTICS DISSERTATION TOPICS

The logistics management refers to the activities carried out within the organization while the supply chain comprises a
network of companies coordinating and.

These tools possess various functionalities - like, enterprise planning, demand planning, production
scheduling, distribution planning, procurement and replenishment planning, facilities location planning,
replenishment planning, manufacturing planning, logistics strategy formulation, stocking levels planning, lead
times planning, process costing, customer service planning, procurement, supply and transportation
scheduling, global logistics management, constraint-Based master planning, demand management, material
planning, network Design and optimization, supply chain analytics, transportation management, Vendor
Managed Inventory VMI planning, continuous replenishment planning CRP , and many more. The students
may like to conduct qualitative case studies and modeling-based quantitative studies to research about modern
practices of aggregation planning in various industrial and retail sectors. The supply chain management
involves a network of organizations that collaborate to achieve similar goals. Looking closely at transport
along with logistics within Australia. This has happened due to modernization of information management and
dissemination, supply routes, payment channels, electronic contracts, leading to improved reliability and
reduced lead times of international suppliers. Analyzing the various logistics operations pursued within certain
manufacturing organizations. Aggregation planning helps in consolidation of the internal and external stock
keeping units SKUs within the decision and strategic framework for reducing costs, meeting demands and
maximising profits. This requires lots of additional knowledge over and above the traditional ways of working
upon past demand data. The evolving role of the Relationship Development Manager in developing trust and
maintaining efficient supply chains- primary investigation from the UK healthcare sector. It will be a
quantitative research with descriptive and inferential statistical analysis. Decision-making in logistics and
procurement- focus on models, strategies and challenges. ERP in logistics and supply chain management-
history, current trends and future implications. An investigative analysis of the trends and challenges in supply
chains- impact of globalization and the digital revolution. If the entire chain is integrated through an extranet
portal system, and updates of every consignment code are uploaded periodically by all agents connected with
the portal, there can be proactive risks generated by the software for the logistics managers such that they can
take operating level, tactical level, and even strategic level mitigation actions. The students can find various
case studies on E-Supply chains, although the empirical theories are still evolving. Does warehousing have a
role to play when it comes to the logistics industry? The students may like to study about various IT systems
and software tools for carrying out such activities in supply chain management. You will appreciate, supply
chain risk is also a floating entity just like materials, funds and information. A comparative review of
similarities and differences in implementation of sustainable logistics management practices between
developed countries. The dissertation topics on logistics and supply chain management can relate to the
different activities and components involved in logistics management and supply chain management. Looking
For More? The primary purpose of this subject matter is to keep lowest possible inventories while ensuring
consistent, timely, and accurate supplies to the end users. For example, if there are errors in calculating
economic order quantities EOQ and reorder levels, the ordering process may not synchronize well with the
lead-times. Impact of inventory when it comes to the logistics industry. To find out the key differences in
supply chain management and logistics in light of different theories. This is carried out by effective integration
of information from all the nodes of the supply chain and disseminating upstream as well as downstream. A
study on the examination of practical implementation practices related to green sustainable procurement
strategies. The probability and impact levels may be fed to the logistics agents that can calculate the impact
like stock-out by a date. The students may like to study about the drawbacks of traditional forecasting methods
like time series forecasting, moving averages, trend analysis, etc. It is therefore important to consider the
activities and the value that they add to the Internal communication of the purchasing process The
management of the purchasing department of non-automotive products believe that their internal customers
might not have full understanding of what the purchasing department does. It may be viewed as the next step
of either demand forecasting push strategy or demand information accumulation pull strategy for carrying out
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estimations of the inventory level, internal capacity levels, outsourced capacity levels, workforce levels, and
production levels required in a specified time period. Samples Collection Of 15 Interesting Dissertation Topics
In Logistics Logistics can be said to involve managing the flow of information plus goods along with other
resources, encompassing energy as well as people, and that among the area of origin going to the area of
consumption so as to satisfy what the consumers want. J E-Supply Chains: E-Supply Chains are linked with
E-Businesses that use Internet as their medium for accepting orders and payments, and then using the physical
channels to deliver the products. A list of project topics on logistics and supply chain management are based
on how different phases of the project and its success relies on logistics and supply chain management. Once
the risk values are calculated, you may propose mitigation strategies pertaining to redundant suppliers, better
supplier relationships i. Information flow across the supply chain is instantaneous because both end points and
the intermediate agents work through a single Internet enabled portal.


